
Hurricane season officially runs from June 1 to November 30. Hurricanes usually form between July and 
October. A hurricane is a tropical cyclone formed over the North Atlantic, E North Pacific, W South Pacific, 
and Indian oceans in which the winds attain speeds greater than 74 mph (121 km/hr). A tropical cyclone passes 
through two stages, tropical depression and tropical storm, before reaching hurricane force. An average of 3.5 
tropical storms per year become hurricanes; one to three of these approach the U.S. coast. A hurricane is nearly 
circular in shape, and its winds cover an area about 500 mi. (800 km) in diameter. As a result of the extremely 
low central air pressure (around 28.35 in. / 72 cm of mercury), air spirals inward toward the hurricane’s eye, 
an almost calm area about 20 mi. (30 km) in diameter. Deriving their energy from warm tropical ocean water, 
hurricanes weaken after prolonged contact with colder northern ocean waters, becoming extratropical cyclones; 
they decay rapidly after moving over land areas.

Hurricanes cause high winds, heavy rains, flooding, storm surge, and may even spin-off tornados. The storm 
surge is the most dangerous and damaging part of the storm. The strongest hurricanes can cause water levels 18 
feet above normal high tide.

Hurricanes may be destructive but they play an important role in controlling the global temperature. By means 
of the large heat capacity and latent heat of evaporation of the ocean’s water, they transport great quantities of 
heat energy into the heat-deficient higher-latitude regions. For every gram of water evaporated from the surface 
of the ocean, the hurricane gains 585 calories of heat energy. This adds up to an amazing amount of energy. The 
energy in one hurricane is greater than the energy consumption of the United States for the past 20 years. An 
atomic bomb explosion in the center of a hurricane would have no effect on the storm. The energy would be 
quickly sucked up through the eye and distributed throughout the system.

Tropical Disturbance - A discrete tropical weather system of apparently organized convection--generally 100 to 
300 miles in diameter-- originating in the tropics or subtropics, having a nonfrontal migratory character, and 
maintaining its identity for 24 hours or more. It may or may not be associated with a detectable perturbation of 
the wind field. In other words, a blob of thunderstorms.

Tropical Depression - A circulation at the surface of the water with a sustained wind speed of 38 miles per hour 
or less.

Tropical Storm - A cyclonic storm with distinct circulation 
having sustained wind speeds ranging from 39 to 73 miles 
per hour.

Hurricane - A severe tropical cyclone originating in the 
equatorial regions of the Atlantic Ocean or Caribbean Sea, 
traveling north, northwest, or northeast from its point of 
origin, and involving heavy rains and sustained winds of 
74 miles per hour or greater.
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